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Abstract 

The corn is a major food crops in many countries along with rice and wheat. It is one that is 

produced easily and used to feed millions of hungry stomachs. The production of corn is 

always affected by various diseases that might have different treatments. So incorrect 

classification of diseases may lead to incorrect remedial measures and reduced production 

efficiency also. The proposed model is formed with various convolutional layers and fully 

connected layers and predicts corn leaf disease correctly. This work utilizes corn leaf images 

from Mendeley dataset for all four health conditions of leaves like; Gray Leaf Spot, Common 

Rust, Blight, Healthy and contains 3852 images in all. After exhaustive iterations, the 

proposed work classifies corn disease with 95.60% training and 97.60% validation accuracy. 

All the performance metrics are presented and discussed here for a clear understanding. The 

F1-score calculated for each disease shows the strength of this work.  
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1. Introduction 

In recent years, the world has witnessed the utilization of machine learning applications; starting 

from Chatbot to critical biological and medical data analysis. All these things became possible due to 

the introduction of more learnable layers and sophisticated deep learning models. The conventional 

neural networks and underlying algorithms underperform due to the huge amount of data and 

underlying huge computations. The deep learning model learns features itself from the input sample 

[1]. Here, with the use of a set of algorithms, it provides a high level of abstract model to produce 

faster and more accurate results [2].The Convolutional neural network (CNN) is a combination of one 

or more convolutional layers, followed by an activation function and pooling layers. Actually, all 

these three-layered arrangements can be seen as one convolutional layer. CNN uses kernels or masks 

which are matrices that move over the image to extract the feature while maintaining the spatial 

relation between the pixels. The role of activation functions is very important. It adds non-linearity to 

CNN; since most of the data in the real world is non-linear. After convolutional layers flattening layer 

is applied to convert data into a long vector which is followed by a fully connected feed-forward 

neural network. The activation function in deep learning plays a very important role. It decides 

whether a neuron will fire or not. A detailed discussion on activation functions is given in [3, 4]. The 

Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) is very useful to add non linearity in deep learning [5]. It returns 0 for 

negative input, but for positive input x, it returns the same value back. Mathematically it is given in 

Eq. 1 and plotted in Figure 1.   
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Figure 1: ReLU 

 

The following Eq. 2 describes Softmax activation method mathematically.  

σ�z�� = #$%
∑ #$'(')*

																																																																																																																					(2) 

Where		σ = Softmax, z = Input	Vector, 	e9% = standard	exponential	function	for	input	vector,	 
k = 	number	of	classes	in	the	multi − class	classiBier,	 
e9' = standard	exponential	function	for	output	vector	and	 
e9' = standard	exponential	function	for	output	vector		 

 

The Softmax will produce a vector having probabilities of each class. Using agrmax() method of 

NumPy library, an index value of the highest probability class can be found. 

2. Related work 

The research presented in [6] classifies rice plant disease by using colour features with an accuracy 

of 94.65% and SVM is considered as a classifier. A model is proposed in [7] for automatic grape leaf 

disease identification with a validation accuracy of 99.17%.   The model presented in [8], is based on 

deep forest that predicts maize leaf disease with an accuracy of 96.25%. In this model three disease 

classes and one healthy class with 100 images for each were considered. The research outlined in [9], 

investigates a real time method based on deep convolutional neural network for identification of corn 

leaf with an accuracy of 88.46%. The model proposed in [10] uses K-Mean clustering and deep 

learning to predict corn leaf diseases with an average accuracy of 93%. The work given in [11] 

proposes a model using CNN and AlexNet architecture to identify maize leaf diseases. The CNN 

model achieved an accuracy of 87%. The model given in [12] identifies maize diseases using support 

vector machine and achieves 95.63% as average accuracy. The article outlined in [13] detects and 

classifies groundnut leaf diseases using KNN classifier with an accuracy of 75%. The literatures given 

in [14, 15, 16] justify the use of deep learning for the detection of diseases. The model presented in 

[17] classifies plant disease using neural network and hyperspectral images. The work given is [18] 

classifies 26 diseases among 14 crops. Here, Alexnet and Googlenet pre-trained models are used and 

achieve an accuracy of 99.35%. And the model presented in [19]) classifies leaf disease using leaf 

image processing. 

3. Dataset and preprocessing 

 This work utilizes images from the Mendeley dataset (Pandian et al. 2019[20]) for four health 

conditions like Gray Spot, Common Rust, Blight, and Healthy with 513, 1192, 985, and 1162 
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corresponding images. To enrich the dataset with a variety of images, a data augmentation technique 

with various parameters is applied here to generate images. The Figure 2, shows the four classes of 

the images that are considered here. Before feeding to the convolutional layer the images are reshaped 

as (160,160) by data augmentation.  

 

 
(i)                             (ii)                           (iii)                          (iv) 

Figure 2: Images from the Mendeley dataset. (i) Gray Leaf Spot (ii) Common Rust (iii) Blight (iv) 

Healthy 

4. The proposed model 

The overall process for creating a trained model is given in Figure 3. The total size of dataset 

including all classes is 3852. Here, 985 images belong to Blight class, 1192 images belong to 

Common Rust class, 513 images belong to Gray Leaf Spot class and rest 1162 images belong to 

Healthy class. The ImageDataGenerator library is used for data augmentation. 

 
Figure 3: Training of model 

 

At first, a dataset will be provided for augmentation for more quantity and variety of images. 

During augmentation with the use of the validation_split attribute of ImageDataGenerator, the 

training and validation sets will be specified. In this model, 50 images in one batch are considered. 

So, during the training of the model, 50 images will be provided in the each iteration. After the 

completion of all the iterations in each epoch, the validation process will be started. Here 50 images 

are considered in each batch; hence, in the each iteration 50 images will be provided by 

ImageDataGenerator for validation of the model. Figure 4, demonstrates the model testing process, 

where a corn leave image will be provided to classify. 

 
Figure 4:  Model Testing 
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5. Model Description 

In this model three convolutional layers are considered with the different numbers of kernels (or 

masks). The first, second, and third layers consist of 32, 64, and 128 kernels with sizes (3,3), (2,2), 

and (2,2) respectively. The image shape is considered as (160,160). To add non-linearity, the ReLU 

activation function is used. At the first layer batch normalization is applied. To downsample the 

inputs along height and width Maxpool2D class is used after each convolutional layer.  

After convolutional layers, a flattening layer is applied to create a long vector of feature values and 

then a fully connected layer is applied. The fully connected neural network is composed of two layers. 

The first layer consists of 64 neurons, ReLU as an activation function and to regulate the overfitting, 

dropout (with 50%) and L2 regularization techniques (with regularization parameter=0.01) are 

applied. Regularization also controls the model complexity. The second (or last) layer consists of 4 

neurons that represent the 4 class labels. In this layer, the Softmax activation function is used that 

ensures the sum of output probabilities is 1. At the time of model training and validation, 

ImageDataGenerator plays an important role. It creates a batch (here batch = 50) of augmented 

images and provides to model for training and validation for the first iteration. In second (or other) 

iteration again creates a new batch of augmented images and provides for training and validation. The 

same batch will be created for each iteration until the whole training dataset is exhausted. In this way, 

the trained model becomes very robust and accurate. Here 70% of data is considered for training and 

the remaining 30% of data is considered for validation. During compilation of model, Adam optimizer 

(Learning_rate=1e-03 and Decay= learning_rate /1000) is used. This model is trained for 50 epochs. 

The early stopping callback is used to stop the model training when no improvement in validation 

accuracy is observed in later epochs. Hence it saves the model from overfitting. Here early stopping is 

used with patience point=2.  Figure 5, presents that model training stops at epoch 5 since after epoch 3 

the validation loss increases continuously. 

 
Figure 5: Training and validation loss 

6. Result discussion and comparison 

Table 1 presents a complete view of performance matrices. The overall validation accuracy is 

97.60%. The confusion matrix represents the accuracy and correctness of any model (Sammut et al. 

2011[21]). It gives a tabular representation of actual labels versus predicted labels on horizontal and 

vertical axes respectively. The confusion matrix for this model is given in Figure 6.  
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Table 1  

Classification Report 

 Precision         Recall F1-Score Support 

Gray_leaf_spot 1.00 0.90 0.95 10 

Common_rust 1.00 1.00 1.00 10 

Blight 0.91 1.00 0.95 10 

Healthy 1.00 1.00 1.00 10 

Accuracy                0.9760 40 

macro avg 0.98 0.97 0.97 40 

weighted avg 0.98 0.97 0.97 40 

 

  

Actual Labels  Predicted Labels 

0 9 0 1 0 

1 0 10 0 0 

2 0 0 10 0 

3 0 0 0 10 

Figure 6: Confusion Matrix 

 

Here, 40 images are considered for testing where 10 images belong to each class. This matrix 

shows 9 correct predictions of Gray leaf spot disease (Class 0), 10 correct predictions of Common 

Rust disease (Class 1), 10 correct predictions of Blight disease (Class 2), and 10 correct predictions of 

healthy leaves (Class 3). There are various models that are already given for the classification of corn 

leaf diseases. Table 2 presents a comparison between different given models and the proposed model. 

The proposed model performs well and achieves an accuracy of 97.60%.   
 

Table 2 

Comparison of various models 

Models Technique used Accuracy (%) 

Model given in [8] Deep Forest 96.25 

CNN model presented in[9] Deep CNN 88.46 

Model outlined in [10] K-Mean Clustering and Deep Learning 93.00 

CNN model given in[11] Convolutional neural network 87.00 

CNN model presented in [22] CNN Based on Multi-Pathway Activation 

Function Module 

97.41 

The Proposed Model Convolutional neural network 97.60 

 

7. Conclusion 

The proposed model achieves a training accuracy of 95.60% and validation accuracy of 97.60%. 

This model is trained for 50 epochs with early stopping and patience point is 2. The training gets 

terminated at epoch 5 due to a continuous increase in validation loss (at epoch 4 and 5) after the 

3
rd
 epoch. However, there is the scope for further enhancement of training and validation accuracy 

with the help of pretrained networks and may be considered as future work. 
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